The estimation of the finite population distribution function under several sampling strategies based Oil 24 PPS cluster samplin.g, i.e., wi.l~h ch.tster selection, probabilil~ies proportiona.] to si~e, is studied. For the estimakion of popula.tion mea.ns a.nd. tots.Is, it is well-kno~; n. that this type of strategies gives good results if the clu.ster selection proba,|)ilities a.re proporgiona.l to the total of the varia.ble under study or to a. related a.uxilia.~.~ ~ va.ria.bl.e over the clust, er. It is proved, that, for the estimation of the distribution function using cluster sampling, this solution is not good in general and, u.nder a.n a.ppropria.te criteria., the optima.] cluster selection proba.bilities that minimize the va.ria.nce of ~he estimation, is obtained. This methodolo~" is applied to two classica.l PPS sampling strategies: sa.mpling with replacement, with the Hansen Hnrwitz estima.tor, and ra.ndom groups sampling, with the Rao Hmq~ley Cochran estimator. Finally a small simulation to compare the efficiency of this approa.ch with other methods is presented.
Introduction
Usually, the theory of sampling from fhlite populations is centered on the point estimation of some parameters, as the fitfite population means, variances and ratios. In this paper, the estimation of a functional parameter, the distribution function in relation to a numerical variable defined over the population, is considered. An Mternative approach, based on the application of an average-type criterion to the mean square error of the distribution function estimation, in order to find the more appropriate selection probabilities of the clusters, is proposed If we assume that s is a sample obtained from. U with. a sampling design (S,p(-)), and F(0 is an estimator of F(0 , then the classical way to measure the precision of this estimator is to study the mean square error, a lss[_&O] = sES Note that the MSE is a real function with different vMues depending on f, therefore it is not possible to use this function for a direct comparison. An Mternative way of evMuating the discrepancy between F(~) and ~'(t) is to consider the quantity > (P( assmnirlg that (_F(t) F(t)) 2 is integrable over [Y(,) ,Y(,~,)]. Thus, we can
